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A NOTE ON THE DEFINING EQUATION OF
A TRANSITIVE LIE GROUP
MICHIHIKO MATSUDA
(Received August 17, 1970)
We prove the following theorem: The operations of a transitive Lie group
G acting on a manifold M are characterized as solutions of a differential equation
on M.
1. Introduction. Let G be a connected Lie group acting differentiably
on a C°°-difTerentiable manifold M. We assume that the action is transitive. Fix
a point o in M. By Dk(o M) we denote the space of all β-jets of local diffeomor-
phisms with source o and target anywhere in M. Let Hk be the subset of Dk
(o M) consisting of all k-jets with target o. Then Hk is a Lie group. The space
Dk{o;M) is a principal fiber bundle with base M and structural group Hk.
Let K° be the isotropy subgroup of G at o and Gk be the set of all Λ-jets of
actions of K° with source o. Then Gk is a Lie subgroup of Hk (Proposition 1).
Let Pk be the set of all &-jets of actions of G with source o. Then Pk is an as-
sociated fiber bundle with fiber Gk to the principal fiber bundle G(M> K°). Also
Pk is a reduced bundle with structural group Gk of the principal fiber bundle
Dk(o:M).
Let Pk{M) be the space of all &-jets of actions of G with source and target
anywhere in M. Then Pk(M) is an associated fiber bundle with fiber Pk to the
principal fiber bundle G(M, K°).
Theorem. There exists an integer, ly such that the following holds: Suppose
f is a local diffeomorphism of M defined on a connected domain V. Then f is a re-
striction of the action of an element g in G to V if and only ifjι
x
 (f) e Pι (M) for all
x in V.
REMARK 1. Our theorem was stated in a classical form by Lie in [5] for a
Lie algebra of vector fields and proved by E. Cartan in [1] for a local Lie group
of transformations.
REMARK 2. For a pseudo-group of infinite dimension, Kuranishi [4] gave
a sufficient condition in order that it may be defined by a partial differential
equation. Also for an infinite dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields, Singer and
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Sternberg [6] gave a sufficient condition in order that it may be defined by a
partial differential equation. Our theorem is not contained in their results as a
special case.
2. Prolongation of the action of G. The group K° is a Lie subgroup
of G, since it is closed in G. The group Gk is the image of the differentiable hom-
omorphism * '-g-^jo(g) from K° to Hk.
Proposition 1. For every k, Gk is a Lie subgroup of Hk and the map jk0
from K° to Gk is differ entiable.
Proof. In general the image Gr of a differ entiable homomorphism j from
a Lie group K into a Lie group H has a structure of a Lie subgroup of H such
that the map j from K to Gr is differentiable. The proof was given by Chevalley
[2, p. 119] in the case where K and H are connected. A proof for the general case
is given as follows. Let K
c
 and H
c
 be the connected components of the identity
in K and H respectively. Then the image G* of K
c
 by the homomorphism j is
a connected Lie subgroup of H
c
. Any inner automorphism I(g') defined by g'
in G' maps G* into H
c
 differentiably and its image is G* itself. Since G* is an in-
tegral manifold of the involutive distribution defined by its Lie algebra, I(g')
gives a diffeomorphism of G* (Chevalley [2, p. 95]). Hence Gf has a structure of
a Lie subgroup of H such that its connected component of the identity is G#.
The group G acts on Pk by gpk =jo{gf), pk = jo(f) The action is differen-
tiable and transitive. Let Kk be the isotropy subgroup of G at ok =yj(identity)
and G\_
x
 be the set of all Λ-jets of actions of Kk~1 on M with source o. Then
Gkk_λ is a Lie group, and P
k
 is an associated fiber bundle with fiber Gkk_x to the
principal fiber bundle G(Pk~\ Kk-χ).
The (&-th)-structure form ωk on Pk with values in T
ok_^λ{Pk'1) is difined by
where πkk_Jo(g) =jk0~1(g) (see Guillemin and Sternberg [3]). It is well-defined.
The group G leaves ωk on P* invariant:
ω
k(gpk \g*Xk) = ω k ( p k X k ) f o r a n y g G &
Since Pk has a structure of an associated fiber bundle to G(Pk~19 Kk~1)f
we have the inequality dim Pkl <; dim Pk ^ dim G. Hence there exists an
integer h such that dim P^~1 = dim Pk. We denote the smallest integer k with
this property by /.
At every point pι in Pι the projection n\_
x
 gives a diffeomorphism from a
neighborhood of/)7 to a neighborhood of π\_
λ
pι. Hence to every vector X1'1
in T
o
ι-
x
{Pι~ι) we can correspond a differentiable vector field X1 (pι) on Pι by
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ω' (pι Xι(p1)) = Xι~\ It is left invariant by G.
The group G acts on Pι transitively. Hence by the uniqueness theorem of
a solution of an ordinary differential equation the following proposition holds.
Proposition 2. Let φ and ψ be two dίfferentiable maps from a connected
manifold W into Pι. If they satisfy the relation
ω
ι(φ(w) ;φ*X) = ωί(ψ(w) ;ψ*X)
for all w in W and X in TW(W), then there exists an element g of G such that the
identity ψ(w) = gφ(w) holds on W. Every element g of G which maps φ(w
o
) to
ψ(w
o
)for fe point w0 in W has this property.
Corollary 1. The group Kι leaves all points in Pι fixed and hence all points
in M fixed.
This follows from the assumption that G is connected For Pι is connected
and we can take Pι as the W in Proposition 2.
Corollary 2. If the actions of two elements g and gf in G coincide on an open
set in M, then their actions coincide on M.
3. Proof of Theorem. The necessity of the condition is obvious. We
prove that it is sufficient. The first step is to prove the theorem for a sufficiently
small connected neighborhood U of o. Take U so small that a local cross-section
φ : U 3 u -> φ
u
 G G exists. Let us define a map/ 7 from U to Dι(o : M)bγfι(u)
= jl(fφ
u
) Then it is defferentiable as a map from U to Dι(o : M). By the
hypothesis, for every u in U there exists an element g
u
 in G such that jl(f) =
jl(g
u
). Hence the image of/7 is contained in Pι.
The Lie subgroup Gι of Hι has countable connected components at most,
since the closed subgroup K° of the connected Lie group G has this property.
At every point pι in Pι we can take a neighborhood Uι of pι in Dι (o : M) such
that the two connected components of pι in Pι Π Uι in the topology of Pι and in
that of Uι coincide. Hence/7 is differentiable as a map from U to Pι. Let φι be
a map from U to Pι defined by φι(u) = jι0(<pu)- It is differentiable. For any
vector X in TU{M) we obtain the identity
by the definition of jets. Hence we have
for all u in U and X in TU(M). By Proposition 2 there exists an element g in G
such that/7(w) = gφι(u) on U. By Corollary 1 we hzveg
u
φ
u
 = gφ
u
 modulo K,
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the isotropy subgroup of G which leaves all points in M fixed. Hence for any u
in U> g
u
 = g modulo K.
The second step is to prove the theorem for a general connected domain V.
For every x in V take an element φ
x
 of G which maps o to x. Then there exists an
element h
x
 in G such that the identity f(v) =h
x
φ~
1(v) holds on U
χy the connected
component of x in φ
x
 U Π V. If U
x
f] U
x
'Φφ, then by Corollary 2, A^J 1 =
h
x
f
φΰ} modulo K. Since V is connected, there exists an element g in G such that
the identity f(v) = g(v) holds on V.
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